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Q4.12 Results Preview 

■ Good Start to the Year for Telecom stocks: The larger cap wireless 

stocks have had a relatively strong start to the year up 4% on average. 

While sector valuations are on the high-end of historical levels and the 

sector is maturing, we continue to see mid-term upside owing to strong 

wireless operating leverage, benefits from cost cutting and dividend growth. 

■ Q4.12 Catalysts: Heading into reporting season we remain constructive on 

wireless as carriers appear focused on driving higher subscriber lifetime 

value vs. unprofitably chasing subscriber share. Smartphone activations are 

expected to be a record high, but despite the related subsidies we believe 

aggregated margins may actually improve year-over-year owing to revenue 

growth and good cost control. Wireline profit trends are expected to remain 

more challenging, but we’ll watch for improvements in EBITDA and cash 

margins owing to pricing increases, cost cutting and IPTV ramp-up. Rogers 

is the only carrier expected to increase the dividend in Q4.12. 

■ 2013 Guidance: We expect wireless trends to carry momentum into 2013 as 

the carriers continue to benefit from higher smartphone penetration and a 

more disciplined competitive environment. Relative exposure to wireless, as 

well as cost cutting, are the primary drivers of our EBITDA growth 

expectations for 2013, which are approximately +4% y/y for Telus and 

Rogers and +2% y/y for Bell. 

■ What’s New: As we approach Q4.12 earnings we have adjusted target 

prices as we roll our DCF-based models forward and make minor 

adjustments to specific company estimates.  

Exhibit 1: Company Target Updates 

Target Price

Company Reporting Date Rating Current Previous

Bell Thurs., Feb. 7th Neutral $43 $42

Rogers Fri., Feb. 14th Outperform $50 $46

Telus Fri., Feb. 14th Outperform $70 $68  
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates 

■ Stock Calls: With the large cap telecom and cable carriers all trading tightly 

around 7.0x forward EBITDA, our relative top picks are Telus and Rogers. 

The two companies are expected to deliver higher earnings growth due to 

wireless trends and improved wireline margins, peer high dividend increase 

potential of 10% in 2013 and beyond, and have a relatively attractive asset 

mix with over 60% EBITDA from wireless. 
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Wireless Key Trends 
Seasonally high smartphone activations 

AT&T and Verizon’s Q4.12 results saw a strong quarterly increase in smartphone 

activations, with aggregate smartphone activations increasing 17% y/y led by the iPhone-

5. Smartphone activations at Rogers (the only carrier to break-out the metric) typically 

follows a similar seasonal pattern, and as such we expect a strong smartphone loading in 

Q4.12. 

Exhibit 2: U.S. Smartphone Activations vs. Rogers Smartphone Activations 
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Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates 

The strong smartphone loadings, an ongoing mix shift from prepaid to postpaid, and what 

appears to be a more balanced pricing environment, should continue to support blended 

ARPU growth in the near-term. 

Exhibit 3: Canadian Blended ARPU Trends Y/Y 
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Margins are expected to exhibit seasonal pressure related to the increased smartphone 

loadings however we believe strong cost control and disciplined promotional activity will 

help offset these activations. As such we believe aggregate margins may increase slightly 

year-over-year vs. the slight decline reported by U.S. carriers.  

Exhibit 4: Consolidated EBITDA Service margin 
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Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates 

Overall, we continue to expect relatively strong growth in wireless EBITDA as the carriers 

leverage revenue growth combined with good cost management (expected from Rogers in 

particular). 

Exhibit 5: Wireless EBITDA growth Y/Y 
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Wireline Key Trends 
In light of ongoing revenue pressures in wireline, our focus in the quarter will continue to 

be on EBITDA and cash margins for the respective carriers.  

Rogers Cable Cost Cutting to Drive EBITDA growth 

For Rogers, we expect strong cost management to continue to drive EBITDA growth 

despite limited top-line growth, and forecast EBITDA growth of 5% y/y. 

Exhibit 6: Rogers Cable Revenue under Pressure  Exhibit 7: Cost Cutting Driving EBITDA growth 
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Telus Wireline Cash Margins expected to start to improve as IPTV ramps-up 

In 2012 we estimate that Telus’ wireline EBITDA declined -6% y/y owing to IPTV dilution 

and legacy voice revenue pressure. In Q4.12 and 2013 we expect Telus to improve 

wireline margins given it is further along its IPTV curve penetration (as highlighted in 

Exhibit 8), has implemented residential price increases, and has ramped-up cost cutting. 

Exhibit 8: IPTV penetration of existing residential subscribers 
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Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates; Telus includes Bell Satellite re-sells 

Overall we forecast Telus’ cash margins to stabilize at 5% in 2012 and to re-accelerate in 

2013 to 7%, as highlighted in Exhibit 9. 
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Exhibit 9: Telus Wireline Cash Margins (Wireline) 
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Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates 

Bell Cash Margins 

Bell has historically had higher wireline cash margins than Telus but is at an earlier stage 

of its IPTV roll-out, which is likely to continue to act as a near-term margin headwind. That 

said we model for a slight increase in cash margins in 2013 owing to ongoing cost control 

and stable capex.  

Exhibit 10: Bell Wireline Cash Margins 
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Valuation 
Forward EV/EBITDA multiples for the large cap telecom/cable carriers are trading 

relatively tightly in the 7.0x EBITDA range. 

Exhibit 11: forward EV/EBITDA multiples converging around 7.0x forward EBITDA 
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Source: Factset 

We highlight the valuation multiples in the context of the company’s 2-year CAGR. Telus’ 

valuation relative to its potential growth profile appears the strongest relative to its peers. 

Exhibit 12: EV/EBITDA vs. 2-year EBITDA CAGR 
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Finally, it is evident that relatively low interest rates continues to provide support to the 

telecom stocks. 

 

Exhibit 13: Telecom Dividend Yield vs. Cdn Government 10-year Bond 
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Source: Bloomberg, Company data 

Summary of Changes 

Ahead of the quarter we have made minor changes to our full-year estimates. 

 

 Price Price Rating* Target Price Year EPS EPS FY1E EPS FY2E EPS FY3E 

Company ccy 01 Feb 13 Prev. Cur. Prev. Cur. End Ccy Prev. Cur. Prev. Cur. Prev. Cur. 

BCE Inc. (BCE.TO) C$ 44.55 — N 42.00 43.00 Dec 11 C$ — 3.19 — 3.24 3.29 3.32 

Rogers Communications 
(NVS) (RCIb.TO) 

C$ 46.37 — O 46.00 50.00 Dec 11 C$ — 3.28 3.50 3.55 3.67 3.72 

TELUS Corporation (T.TO) C$ 67.56 — O 68.00 70.00 Dec 11 C$ 3.95 3.99 4.32 4.39 4.66 4.71 

*O – Outperform, N – Neutral, U – Underperform, R – Restricted [V] = Stock considered volatile (see Disclosure Appendix). 

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates. 
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Company Results Overview 
BCE, Neutral, TP $43 

BCE reports Q4.12 results on February 7
th

 with a conference call at 8:30 AM; Our 

$0.66 estimate is in-line with consensus. The company will be releasing its results 

concurrent with its 2013 Analyst Day. 

Increasing target price to $43: We have increased our BCE target price to $43 from $42 

as we roll our DCF model forward and make minor changes to our estimates. 

Wireless continues to excel: Bell is expected to continue its strong wireless growth in 

Q4.12 with service revenues increasing +6% y/y driven by blended ARPU growth of +4% 

y/y. ARPU is expected to be supported by strong smartphone trends and continued mix 

shift of its subscriber base from prepaid to postpaid. Promotional discipline and lower 

subscriber loadings vs. 2011 is expected to contribute to EBITDA growth of +14% y/y. 

Challenging Wireline Revenues -focus on continued cost execution: Wireline is 

expected to continue to face secular pressure from legacy voice/ long distance, partially 

offset by more stable data revenues. Bell recently introduced a $10 promotional add-on for 

unlimited data to triple-play bundle customers that may provide some residential 

subscriber lift in future quarters. Wireline EBITDA is expected to decline -7% y/y in Q4.12 

as cost savings are unable to offset revenue pressure and continued investment in its 

FibeTV platform. 

Analyst Day & 2013 Guidance: BCE will also be hosting its Analyst day in Toronto on 

February 7
th
 and releasing its 2013 guidance. In 2013 we forecast Bell revenues to be 0% 

y/y as wireline pressure offsets strong media and wireless momentum, with 2% y/y 

EBITDA growth from wireless operating leverage and cost cutting. A focus for the year will 

be Bell’s attempt to seek regulatory approval for the Astral acquisition, which would 

strengthen its asset mix and help Bell become a dominant national media player. 

Exhibit 14: Wireless vs. Wireline EBITDA Growth 
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BCE Q4.12 Estimates 
Exhibit 15: BCE Results Preview 

Q4.12E Q4.11A Y/Y Consensus

Revenues

Wireline

Local and Access 630          687          -8%

Long Distance 199          219          -9%

Data 1,453       1,450       0%

Wireline 2,621       2,709       -3%

Wireless 1,439       1,365       5%

Media 595          578          3%

Total Bell 4,579       4,576       0%

Bell Aliant 694          701          -1%

Total Revenues 5,160       5,166       0% 5,174          

EBITDA

Wireline 915          997          -8%

Wireless 479          421          14%

Media 165          130          27%

Total Bell 1,558       1,548       1%

Bell Aliant 311          321          -3%

Total EBITDA 1,870       1,869       0% 1,902          

Adjusted EPS 0.66$       0.62$       6% $0.66

Capex 830          1,008       -18%

EBITDA less capex 1,040       861          21%

Subscriber net activations

Wireless postpaid 152          132          15%

Wireless prepaid (51)           (74)          n.a.

Total wireless 102          58            75%

Residential access lines (70)           (90)          n.a.

Business access lines (15)           (14)          n.a.

Total access lines (85)           (104)        n.a.

High speed data 8              1              n.a.

Video 21            28            -24%

Wireless Subscriber Metrics

Blended ARPU 56.61$     54.50$     4%

Postpaid churn 1.3% 1.5% n.a.

Prepaid churn 3.7% 4.2% n.a.

COA 459$        450$        2.0%  
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, I/B/ES 
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Rogers, Outperform, TP $50 
Rogers reports Q4.12 results on February 15

th
 with a conference call at 8:30 AM (ph: 

416-644-3414); Our $0.72 estimate is in-line with consensus.  

Target Price Increase: We have raised our target price to $50 from $46 as we roll our 

DCF based model forward and reflect slightly better margins. Following a strong stock 

performance and higher street estimates there is now more limited upside to our target 

price, but we continue to believe Rogers is relatively well positioned in coming quarters 

owing to a wireless recovery and strong cost cutting program. 

Wireless Assets continue to perform: Revenues in wireless are expected to increase 

3% y/y driven by a mix of subscriber and ARPU. We expect Rogers to show strong 

smartphone loadings in the quarter as this will reflect the first full quarter of iPhone 5. 

EBITDA growth of 3% y/y is based on cost control that will offset increased subsidies 

related to the high smartphone loadings. Postpaid net additions of 57k reflects increasing 

gross addition trends and improved churn, but will likely still lag Bell and Telus. 

Cable challenged but cost efficient: Revenue growth of -1% y/y reflects the closing of 

the Rogers Video franchises and core Cable growth of 1%. Overall subscriber trends are 

expected to remain challenging in the current market environment with flat growth year 

over year. The majority of revenue growth will come from pricing as Rev/RGU is expected 

to increase 0.8% y/y. EBITDA growth of 5% y/y is driven mostly by continued cost control. 

Still has Momentum heading into 2013: Rogers will also provide 2013 guidance with 

Q4.12 results. We continue to forecast top-line pressure with revenues increasing only 

+2% y/y, however, we expect ongoing cost savings to drive EBITDA growth of 4% y/y vs. 

2% y/y in 2012. Street consensus estimates (highlighted below) now better reflect Rogers 

improved outlook for 2013 but we believe there may be further upside potential. 

Well Positioned for Capital Return: We forecast continued strong FCF from Rogers, 

with a dividend payout ratio in the low 50% range. Share buybacks are expected to 

moderate in the near-term owing to the recent closing of MLSE and the Score, higher cash 

taxes and the upcoming spectrum auction, but Rogers remains well positioned to provide 

strong capital return in the mid-term.  

Exhibit 16: Rogers 203 EPS estimates have risen 
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Exhibit 17: Rogers Q4.12 Estimates 

Q4.12E Q4.11A Y/Y Consensus

Revenues ($000's)

  Wireless 1,885,652    1,826,000   3%

  Cable 944,252       953,000      -1%

  Media 430,970       428,000      1%

  Corp. & eliminations (29,506)        (30,000)       n.a.

  Total 3,231,368    3,177,000   2% 3,188,847       

EBITDA ($000's)

  Wireless 688,001       670,000      3%

  Cable 442,390       423,000      5%

  Media 40,989         44,000        -7%

  Corp. & eliminations (29,506)        (36,000)       n.a.

  Total (Ex. Stock based Comp.) 1,141,875    1,101,000   4% 1,144,242       

Adjusted Net income 370,852       327,000      13%

Adjusted EPS $0.72 $0.70 3% $0.72

Capex ($000's) 604,697       653,000      -7%

EBITDA less capex ($000's) 537,178       448,000      20%

Subscriber Data

  Wireless postpaid gross additions 395,850       377,000      5%

  Wireless prepaid gross additions 171,900       191,000      -10%

  Wireless postpaid net adds 57,290         42,000        36%

  Wireless prepaid net adds (16,009)        5,000          n.a.

  Basic cable net adds (20,203)        (6,000)         n.a.

  Digital cable net adds (494)             10,000        n.a.

  Broadband net adds 21,863         25,000        -13%

  Cable telephony net adds 2,594           8,000          -68%

  Blended ARPU 59.35$  58.74$ 1%

  Postpaid churn 1.45% 1.49% -3%

  Prepaid churn 3.81% 3.51% 9%  
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, I/B/E/S 
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Telus, Outperform, TP $70 
Telus reports Q4.12 results on February 15

th
 with a conference call at 11:00 AM (ph: 

1-855-353-9183); our updated $0.83 estimate is slightly below consensus of $0.86.  

Target Price Increase: We have increased our target price to $70 from $68 as we roll our 

DCF-based model forward and increase our estimates slightly. We believe Telus is well 

positioned both in 2013 and beyond given good wireless momentum, the potential for 

improved wireline trends as it is further along its IPTV curve, and rising free cash flow with 

capacity to increase dividends meaningfully in the mid-term. 

Wireless Operating leverage: Revenues in wireless are expected to increase 6% y/y 

driven by a mix of subscriber and ARPU growth. EBITDA growth of 11% y/y is based on 

strong revenue growth and cost control that will offset increased subsidies related to the 

high smartphone loadings. Postpaid net additions of 126k are expected to remain 

relatively strong owing to ongoing improvements in churn. 

Wireline: Revenue growth of +3% y/y reflects continued data momentum, which is 

expected to more than offset pressure in voice. We forecast continued improvement in 

wireline EBITDA year-over-year trends (-0.5% y/y excluding restructuring vs. -5.0% y/y in 

Q3.12) owing to residential price increases, cost cutting and slightly less IPTV dilution. We 

expect that trend to also help wireline margins in 2013. 

Continued Momentum heading into 2013: Telus is expected to provide 2013 guidance 

along with Q4.12 results. Telus is well positioned heading into 2013 due to strong wireless 

momentum (representing over 60% of EBITDA) and more stable wireline cash margins 

owing to cost cutting and more limited IPTV dilution. EPS is expected to rise 10% y/y due 

to EBITDA growth and lower interest taxes providing support for continued dividend 

increases. Even after an expected 10% cumulative dividend increase this year we forecast 

that Telus will remain in the mid-range of their 55-65% prospective EPS dividend payout 

ratio, positioning the company well for further increases in 2014. 

Exhibit 18: Wireless vs. Wireline EBITDA Y/Y Growth 
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Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates 
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Telus Q4.12 Estimates 
Exhibit 19: Telus Results Preview 

Q4.12 E Q4.11A Y/Y Consensus

Consolidated

  Revenues 2,814            2,690            5% 2,817          

  EBITDA (ex.one-time gain) 923               874               6% 931             

  Net income 271               246               10%

  Adjusted EPS 0.83$      0.76$      10% $0.86

  Capex 494               512               -4%

Wireline

Revenues

  Voice local 341 368 -7%

  Voice long distance 103               115               -10%

  Data 756               680               11%

  Total 1,346            1,308            3%

Operating Expenses 977               934               5%

EBITDA 368               374               -2%

Broadband subscriber additions 25                 24                 4%

Residential local line losses (35)                (37)                n.a.

Business local line additions (10)                (11)                n.a.

Video 46                 56                 -18%

Wireless

Revenues

  Network 1,362            1,277            7%

  Equipment 149               144               3%

  Total 1,520            1,433            6%

Operating Expenses 965               933               3%

EBITDA 555               500               11%

Postpaid gross adds 340               354               -4%

Prepaid gross adds 121               137               -12%

Postpaid net adds 126               148               -15%

Prepaid net adds (13)                (19)                n.a.

ARPU $59.61 $58.51 1.9%

COA 424$    421$    1%

Normalized Churn 1.53% 1.67% n.a.  
Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, I/B/E/S 
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Companies Mentioned (Price as of 02-Jan-2013) 

BCE Inc. (BCE.TO, C$42.94, NEUTRAL, TP C$43.0) 
Rogers Communications (NVS) (RCIb.TO, C$45.64, OUTPERFORM, TP C$50.0) 
AT&T (T.N, $35.0) 
TELUS Corporation (T.TO, C$65.2, OUTPERFORM, TP C$70.0) 
Verizon (VZ.N, $44.27)
 
 

Disclosure Appendix 

Important Global Disclosures  

I, Colin Moore, CFA, certify that (1) the views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about all of the subject companies and 
securities and (2) no part of my compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in 
this report. 

Price and Rating History for BCE Inc. (BCE.TO) 

 
BCE.TO Closing Price Target Price    

Date (C$) (C$) Rating   

04-Feb-10 28.31 29.50 N   

06-May-10 30.62 30.00    

05-Jul-10 30.45  *   

05-Aug-10 32.16 30.50 N   

04-Nov-10 33.80 32.00    

10-Dec-10 36.09 34.00    

11-Feb-11 35.90 35.00    

10-May-11 36.97 36.00    

13-May-11 37.87 37.00    

03-Nov-11 39.49 38.00    

03-May-12 40.31 39.00    

08-Aug-12 44.30 42.00    

* Asterisk signifies initiation or assumption of coverage.  

 
N EU T RA L

 

Price and Rating History for Rogers Communications (NVS) (RCIb.TO) 

 
RCIb.TO Closing Price Target Price    

Date (C$) (C$) Rating   

28-Apr-10 35.06 42.00 O   

05-Jul-10 34.20  *   

28-Jul-10 35.59 43.00 O   

27-Oct-10 37.05 42.00    

09-Jan-12 38.86 42.00 N   

25-Apr-12 36.81 40.00    

02-Oct-12 39.86 44.00 O   

24-Oct-12 42.43 46.00    

* Asterisk signifies initiation or assumption of coverage.  
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Price and Rating History for TELUS Corporation (T.TO) 

 
T.TO Closing Price Target Price    

Date (C$) (C$) Rating   

05-May-10 38.61 38.50 N   

05-Jul-10 40.20  *   

06-Aug-10 41.20 39.50 N   

08-Nov-10 45.70 44.00    

15-Dec-10 47.19 46.00    

14-Feb-11 47.50 47.00    

06-May-11 51.91 50.00    

07-Aug-11 51.63 54.00    

10-Feb-12 56.30 56.00    

03-Aug-12 63.17 60.00    

02-Oct-12 62.68 68.00 O   

* Asterisk signifies initiation or assumption of coverage.  

 
N EU T RA L

O U T PERFO RM
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consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector, with Outperforms representing the most attractiv e, Neutrals the less attractive, and 
Underperforms the least attractive investment opportunities. As of 2nd October 2012, U.S. and Canadian as well as European ratings are based on a stock’s total 
return relative to the analyst's coverage universe which consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant  sector, with Outperforms representing the 
most attractive, Neutrals the less attractive, and Underperforms the least attractive investment opportunities. For Latin Ame rican and non-Japan Asia stocks, ratings 
are based on a stock’s total return relative to the average total  return of the relevant country or regional benchmark; Australia, New Zealand are, and prior to 2nd 
October 2012 U.S. and Canadian ratings were based on (1) a stock’s absolute total return potential to its current share price  and (2) the relative attractiveness of a 
stock’s total return potential within an analyst’s coverage universe. For Australian and New Zealand stocks, 12 -month rolling yield is incorporated in the absolute total 
return calculation and a 15% and a 7.5% threshold replace the 10-15% level in the Outperform and Underperform stock rating definitions, respectively. The 15% and 
7.5% thresholds replace the +10-15% and -10-15% levels in the Neutral stock rating definition, respectively. Prior to 10th December 2012, Japanese ratings were 
based on a stock’s total return relative to the average total return of the relevant country or regional benchmark.  

Restricted (R) : In certain circumstances, Credit Suisse policy and/or applicable law and regulations preclude certain types of communications, 
including an investment recommendation, during the course of Credit Suisse's engagement in an investment banking transaction and in certain other 
circumstances. 

Volatility Indicator [V] : A stock is defined as volatile if the stock price has moved up or down by 20% or more in a month in at least 8 of the past 24 
months or the analyst expects significant volatility going forward. 

Analysts’ sector weightings are distinct from analysts’ stock ratings and are based on the analyst’s expectations for the fundamentals and/or 
valuation of the sector* relative to the group’s historic fundamentals and/or valuation: 

Overweight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is favorable over the next 12 months. 

Market Weight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is neutral over the next 12 months. 

Underweight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is cautious over the next 12 months. 

 *An analyst’s coverage sector consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector. An analyst may cover multiple sectors.  

Credit Suisse's distribution of stock ratings (and banking clients) is: 

Global Ratings Distribution 

Rating Versus universe (%) Of which banking clients (%) 

Outperform/Buy* 42% (53% banking clients) 

Neutral/Hold* 38% (47% banking clients) 

Underperform/Sell* 16% (41% banking clients) 

Restricted 3%  

*For purposes of the NYSE and NASD ratings distribution disclosure requirements, our stock ratings of Ou tperform, Neutral, and Underperform most closely 
correspond to Buy, Hold, and Sell, respectively; however, the meanings are not the same, as our stock ratings are determined on a relative basis. (Please refer to 
definitions above.) An investor's decision to buy or sell a security should be based on investment objectives, current holdings, and other individual factors.  
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Credit Suisse’s policy is to update research reports as it deems appropriate, based on developments with the subject company, the sector or the 
market that may have a material impact on the research views or opinions stated herein.  

Credit Suisse's policy is only to publish investment research that is impartial, independent, clear, fair and not misleading. For more detail please refer 
to Credit Suisse's Policies for Managing Conflicts of Interest in connection with Investment Research: http://www.csfb.com/research and 
analytics/disclaimer/managing_conflicts_disclaimer.html 

Credit Suisse does not provide any tax advice. Any statement herein regarding any US federal tax is not intended or written to be used, and cannot 
be used, by any taxpayer for the purposes of avoiding any penalties. 

Price Target: (12 months) for BCE Inc. (BCE.TO) 

Method:  Our Neutral rating and Target Price of $43.00 for BCE is obtained primarily by using a discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis with a 
weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of 8.8% and a terminal growth rate of 0.0%. Our DCF is supported by peer multiple and NAV 
comparisons. 

Risk:  The risk to our $43.00 price target  for BCE is as follows; i) Cable telephony competition increases in its markets; ii) New Wireless 
competition is more aggressive than expected; iii) Bell's technology and quality of service deteriorates relative to its peers; iv) 
Technologies and products mature quicker than anticipated;  iv) The economy weakens more than expected. 

Price Target: (12 months) for Rogers Communications (NVS) (RCIb.TO) 

Method:  Our $50 target price for Rogers Communications Inc. is based on sum-of-the-parts valuation for the business's operating divisions. Over 
90% of our target enterprise value is accounted for by the wireless (65%) and cable (25%) divisions of the company. We use a discounted 
cash flow model (DCF) to establish EV/EBITDA (enterprize value/earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization)  multiples 
(enterprise value divided by earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization)for valuation. In our DCF we use a 9% WACC 
(weighted average cost of capital) for both wireless and Cable and a 2% terminal year growth rate for wireless, given its strong growth 
profile and 1% terminal growth rate for cable given its relatively more mature profile. 

Risk:  The risks that could lead to a shortfall in attaining our $50 target price for Rogers Communications Inc. can be categorized by the major 
operating divisions. Risks to the wireless segment include 1) a deterioration in the existing industry pricing structure, 2) the inability to 
maintain a competitive product offering (including advanced data services), 3) the emergence of effective substitutes for cellular based 
wireless technology, and 4) changes in government attitudes toward regulation of the industry. Risks to the cable segment include 1) the 
success of newly launched VoIP telephony, 2) migration of customers to an all-digital format, 3) changes in government attitudes toward 
regulation of the industry, and 4) the ability to maintain an effective product offering as compared to competing providers for television, 
telephony, and internet service. 

Price Target: (12 months) for TELUS Corporation (T.TO) 

Method:  Our target price of C$70.00 is based on discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis of TELUS' segments (Telus Mobility and Telus 
Communications). Our DCF assumptions are a weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of 9.0% and a terminal growth rate of 1.0%. 

Risk:  We see several risks to TELUS attaining our C$70.00 target price: (1) Competition a higher than expected churn rate from loss of wireless 
subscribers (current and potential) to other wireless competitors, thereby impeding T.TOs ability to realize a growing trend in average 
revenue per user (ARPU); (2) Economic risk - a high exposure to wireless demand can leave the company vulnerable to unfavourable 
effects on wireless demand during weaker than expected economic times; (3) Potential regulatory risk in the telecommunications sector; 
(4) Potential for future labour disputes leading to increased capital expenditure; (5) Higher than expected cost cutting in the wireless 
division. 

Please refer to the firm's disclosure website at www.credit-suisse.com/researchdisclosures for the definitions of abbreviations typically used in the 
target price method and risk sections.  

See the Companies Mentioned section for full company names  

The subject company (T.TO) currently is, or was during the 12-month period preceding the date of distribution of this report, a client of Credit Suisse. 

Credit Suisse provided non-investment banking services to the subject company (T.TO) within the past 12 months 

Credit Suisse expects to receive or intends to seek investment banking related compensation from the subject company (RCIb.TO, T.TO) within the 
next 3 months. 

Credit Suisse has received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from the subject company (T.TO) within 
the past 12 months 

Important Regional Disclosures  

Singapore recipients should contact Credit Suisse AG, Singapore Branch for any matters arising from this research report. 
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The analyst(s) involved in the preparation of this report have not visited the material operations of the subject company (BCE.TO, RCIb.TO, T.TO) 
within the past 12 months 

Restrictions on certain Canadian securities are indicated by the following abbreviations: NVS--Non-Voting shares; RVS--Restricted Voting Shares; 
SVS--Subordinate Voting Shares. 

Individuals receiving this report from a Canadian investment dealer that is not affiliated with Credit Suisse should be advised that this report may not 
contain regulatory disclosures the non-affiliated Canadian investment dealer would be required to make if this were its own report. 

For Credit Suisse Securities (Canada), Inc.'s policies and procedures regarding the dissemination of equity research, please visit 
http://www.csfb.com/legal_terms/canada_research_policy.shtml. 

As of the date of this report, Credit Suisse acts as a market maker or liquidity provider in the equities securities that are the subject of this report. 

Principal is not guaranteed in the case of equities because equity prices are variable. 

Commission is the commission rate or the amount agreed with a customer when setting up an account or at any time after that. 

To the extent this is a report authored in whole or in part by a non-U.S. analyst and is made available in the U.S., the following are important 
disclosures regarding any non-U.S. analyst contributors: The non-U.S. research analysts listed below (if any) are not registered/qualified as research 
analysts with FINRA. The non-U.S. research analysts listed below may not be associated persons of CSSU and therefore may not be subject to the 
NASD Rule 2711 and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a 
research analyst account. 

Credit Suisse Securities (Canada), Inc. ............................................................................................................... Colin Moore, CFA ; Robert Peters 

For Credit Suisse disclosure information on other companies mentioned in this report, please visit the website at www.credit-
suisse.com/researchdisclosures or call +1 (877) 291-2683.  
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